
AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF SALIENT OBJECTS IN AN IMAGE

Some auto-generated Fuzzy rules
Instead of giving discrete values to features, Fuzzy linguistic 

variables such “small”, “medium” “large” etc are used to 

allow for better approximation. Some examples of rules are 

given below :  

Rule 1: IF luminance is not used AND background color has 

“small boundary area" AND background color has “large 

variance" AND salient color has “very small variance" AND

color distance is "medium" 

THEN region is salient

Rule 2: IF intensity is used AND

background intensity has “black” luminance level

THEN “white region” is salient
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What is saliency?
�Any image can be divided into background and 

foreground

�The foreground consists on one or multiple objects

�Human visual attention will be focused on the most 

salient object first

�Human eye is perceptually more sensitive to certain 

colors and intensities and objects with such features are  

considered more salient                               

Methodology
Basic

Input : Image

Output : Salient object co-ordinates

Learning 

Given a set of images with salient object known, learn the 

rules required for detection of salient object. 

Salient Features

�Color distance from background (contrast)

�Spread of color (variance)

�Color order (saliency)

�Luminance analysis (brightness)

�Object position 

�Object size

Figure 3:   Stepwise procedure followed 

Possible applications

�Object detection  and tracking in videos

�Automatic image cropping

�Image Retrieval

�Medical applications

�Remote Sensing

�Trademark images

Examples of salient objects

�In figure 1a, the red flower captures the visual 

attention more than the sand because the spread of 

sand is more so it is more likely to be part of 

background.

�In 1b, the object has greater contrast from 

background as well as lesser spread

�In 1c, the object is captured because it is brighter 

than its surroundings.

�In 1d, the red flower is more salient than purple ones 

because human is fixated on bright colors like red and 

yellow than blue or green

Some Results :   Figure 1 

Fuzzy Color Quantization

�Of the many color spaces, color quantization is carried out 

using CIELab metric which matches the human perception of 

vision to the closest extent.

�The color space is quantized as shown in figure 2. This is 

circular because angles zones are created in the colorspace.

�Since there may be many shades to single color, there is 

overlap between zones in some cases.

�Fuzzy color rules are used to handle such conditions

Color levels:   Figure 2 


